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March 10, 2015 Regular Monthly Meeting-  

 
 Attendance this evening was at 33. The next open house was in Hainesport on March 17th, starting at 

7 PM. Phil will continue to host the open houses on the 3rd Tuesday of each month. 
 

 Next month’s meeting (April) will feature pen turner Barry Gross as our presenter. In addition to 
outside demonstrators, the DelVal meeting will do a walking tour of the Center for Art in Wood on 
North Third Street in Philadelphia in May. Hawaiian woodturner Pat Kramer will visit in June to 
close out our spring meeting schedule. 
 

 Members that either have not been issued a name tag or may have misplaced their original nametag 
can contact Dave Potts via email (dpotts77@yahoo.com) for a nametag. 

  

 May 9th is the date for the New England Woodturning Symposium &    Expo held at the Pinkerton 
Academy in Derry, NH. To learn more about the 8th Annual event click on this limk: 
http://www.gnhw.org/ 
 

 Please remember that the AAW 2015 Convention in Pittsburgh happens June 25 to 28, 2015. Hotel 
bookings have begun. In fact, two of the first hotels in the que have sold 
out of rooms, but more hotels have been added. 
 

 September of 2016 is the planned unveiling of the MidAtlantic Wood Turning Association 
Symposium in Lancaster, PA.  A bevy of well-known turners have been assembled and the Lancaster 
Marriot and Convention Center have been booked for the event. Keep in touch with progress by 
checking in at http://www.mawts.com/. 
 

 The DelVal Members’ section of the web page has a new password. Please use turning!23 to access 
this feature. 
 

 
 
 



http://www.delvalturners.com 
 

Jeff Turi- Creating Great Design 
 
The DelVal March meeting was dedicated to helping members find a more systematic method for 
planning and producing turnings with great design. Jeff Turi is president of the 
Delaware First State Turners club and helped share his own insight with our 
members. Jeff had assigned two readings as *homework* and those documents are 
attached at the end of this newsletter. He also provided some valuable tips and 
tricks that will be listed here, as well. Several times during his presentation he 
stressed that our goal should be to take a $20 block of wood and convert it into a 
$200 item; Not produce something that will sell for $2. The color of wood will fade; 
the grain in a burl will oneday be less visible. The shape and design of a turning will 
not change, however, so it should be well planned in the beginning. 
 
Mr. Turi began the meeting by reviewing a few *gold standards* of design: the Golden Ratio and the 
Fibbonacci Number Sequence. These numeric concepts both share the quantity of 1.618 as an ideal ratio for 
ratios that humans consider natural and appealing. While the Golden Rectangle is calculated by the 
application of some geometric measurements, the Fibbonacci Number Sequence is derived from the simple 
addition of consecutive numbers: 
1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89 
 
This number sequence is generated by adding the adjacent numbers together, 
so the next number in this array would be 55 + 89, or 144. The ratio is determined 
by comparing adjacent numbers and the higher we go in the sequence, the closer we 
would come to .618, the ideal ratio. Our presenter went on to include that this 
ratio is not simply used for comparing height to width in a vessel, but also for 
proportioning the location of the widest cross-section of a turning to its base or 
to its top. The number also would be used in laying out an ogee curve and the 
placement of the breaking point between the concave and convex portions of 
the profile. Jeff recommended that the audience check out the works of 
English turner Bert Marsh, as he is regarded by many as Master of the Ogee. 
 
A few tips offered by our presenter included: 
 
To better visualize your  piece’s profile, take the chuck off of the lathe and hold the piece and your chuck 
upside down, right-side up, and in a variety of angles to get a different perspective of the ratios used in your 
design. 
 
For your object’s rim or lip, be sure to define the breaking point. A sharp change in surface helps the viewer 
to delineate between what’s inside and outside of the vessel and, therefore, improves design. 
 
Paper cut-outs are a GREAT way to better visualize four ideas and concepts. Layout a paper that is the size of 
your billet, fold along the centerline, and cut-out the profile you’ve designed utilzing the ratios mentioned. 
Unfold and analyze your work. 
 
Grab some scrap wood and turn some profiles for evaluating the exterior shape only.  Do a series.  Paint them 
black to remove distractions from grain, etc. Just evaluate and compare the profiles you’ve created. 
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50/50 Drawing 
 
Winning this month’s loot  

 Bill Nyberg went home with $65 
 Anthony Cristaldi- Craft Supplies Gift Certificate 
 Walt Knitweiss- Woodturning 

 
 

 Treasurer's Report       None this month 
 

Library Report  –   None: The Club Librarian is Mark Allan. All are welcome to share 
from the club’s collection of books, magazines, and DVDs. Member are asked to make a list of 
DVDs that might be worthy of adding to the club library. 
 
 

Remember,   SAFETY FIRST. We will strive to emphasize this message at each meeting, and if 
you have a particular safety topic of concern please feel free to bring it up for discussion. 
 
Please regularly review the recommendations established by the AAW. Even taking one new 
measure a week may prevent an accident. 
 

http://www.woodturner.org/?page=Safety 
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